
Fully Integrated with Field Apps

Global-Ready

Educates Your Field

Completely Customizable

Controls field messaging on every device and 
social platform to prevent risks in advance.

Provides global language translations in order 
to serve all of your business markets. 

Offers regulatory and brand education for your 
field by suggesting compliant posting options.

FieldCheck™ is the first and only system 
that can prevent improper claims from ever 

reaching the internet right from your field app. 
Prevent income and health violations 

before they ever happen! 

With more than 95% of regulatory 
issues and risks originating from the 

field, it’s important to have a 
platform that allows field members 

to be themselves while staying 
within compliance guidelines.
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Establishes filters for company-specific, 
non-compliant phrases, keywords and terms.

World’s First
Mobile Compliance Solution 

for Direct Sellers

Change the game 
by preventing 

illegal claims before 
they ever go out!



360° Online Risk Protection
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PREVENT
FieldCheck 

World’s First Mobile Compliance 
Solution for Direct Sellers

EthicsPro
Ultimate Compliance Training 

Program for Direct Sellers

DEFEND
BrandDefense 

Foremost Answer in Online 
Reputation Management

SecureSell
Direct Sales’ Most Effective Solution for 
Removing Unauthorized Online Listings

World’s #1
Brand Protection & Compliance 

Monitoring Solution for Direct Sellers
Only comprehensive, internet-wide 

monitoring solution purpose-built for 
direct sellers in order to help keep your 

company safe and secure from 
online risks every day.

PROTECT



FAQ: Producing Compelling & Compliant Personal Messaging

FieldCheck is fully integrated within your 
chosen Field App to provide a seamless and 
user-friendly experience. This means that 
as soon as a field representative hits post on 
their personal external communication within 
the app, it is reviewed by FieldCheck for 
keywords or phrases that are not in 
accordance with regulatory compliance 
efforts or company guidelines. Once 
reviewed, either an approval or caution 
response will be provided to the 
submitting field representative. The 
caution response alerts them that their 
message may be non-compliant and that 
they may want change it. It is then up to 
them whether to post as is or make any 
changes. As they decide their course of 
action, FieldCheck will also provide them 
with a suggested option to improve their 
message for compliance and sales purposes. 

 How does FieldCheckTM work with your Field App?

SIMPLE 4-STEP PROCESS

1 COMPOSE Personalized Post 

2 SUBMIT Post for Review

3 ANALYSIS & RESPONSE by FieldCheck

4 DECISION to Post or Change

Field representatives write their message 
in the app for the appropriate sales channel.

Once written, representatives click post to 
send their message to FieldCheck to verify 
alignment with compliance/brand guidelines.

After checking for non-compliant keywords 
and phrases, FieldCheck responds with 
either an Approval or Warning/Suggestion. 

Field representatives then decide to: 
Post as Submitted, Edit & Resubmit or 
Utilize the Suggested Option. 

 - continued on next page -

World’s First
Mobile Compliance Solution 

for Direct Sellers



FAQ: Producing Compelling & Compliant Personal Messaging

FieldCheck is not looking to restrict or take away a field representative’s personal and authentic 
messages in any way. All it does is quickly analyze external messages for non-compliant keywords 
and phrases in order to verify their posts for compliance in advance. If a representative’s message is 
flagged, they are sent a caution response as well as a suggested option for updating their message 
in order to make it compliant. Again, these are just suggestions as the representative can ignore the 
caution reply and post as is, utilize the suggested post provided by FieldCheck, or make their own 
edits and resubmit. The choice is completely theirs! FieldCheck is only there as a way to reduce 
compliance risk in advance for the benefit of the representative as well as the company.

 How does FieldCheck help keep field messages personal yet compliant?

Every message scanned by FieldCheck receives either an approval or warning in response. 
If a field representative receives a warning, they are also provided with a suggested message as a 
replacement. This suggestion is not only compliant and meets company guidelines, but is relevant 
to their initial message while also being crafted for sales effectiveness. In this manner, the field not 
only avoids compliance risk and reprimand, but also learns how to adjust future messages to meet 
the same standard while being highly personalized and sales driven.

 How can FieldCheck help the field improve personal messaging?

FieldCheck is seamlessly built into the Verb app and quickly scans all submitted messages. 
Field representatives should receive feedback on their submissions within a few moments. It’s so 
quick and easy that they should hardly notice any delay in the process.

 Will FieldCheck slow down the posting process and discourage the field?

FieldCheck reviews message submissions in every language currently translated by Google. 
In this way, you can rest assured that all external field communications - regardless of language - 
are compliant and meet all company guidelines.

 Will FieldCheck be able to analyze messages not in English?
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